
ABOUT  

We are proud to introduce Voice Of Wind: Adey for Steinberg’s HALion family of products. This is the first 

volume in our modular female solo vocal series Voices Of Wind. Each volume will focus on a new vocalist 

with a distinct creative style and come complete with a full package of vital chromatic and melodic 

articulations. This edition focuses on the ethereal and soulfully nuanced mezzo-soprano voice of singer-

songwriter Adey Bell. Her rich, nimble and dusky vocal character effortlessly fuses classical, pop, folk, blues, 

lounge and jazz vocal styles.  
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PREMIUM SAMPLE CONTENT 

This 1.6 GB library includes 3,114 samples, featuring sustain, staccato (8x round-robin) and true legato chromatic 

articulations for 6 core vowels: Ah, Eh, Ee, Mm, Oh and Oo. It also includes over a thousand live dynamic, melodic 

phrases organized by mood, key and tempo. This huge collection of live phrases are divided into 100bpm and 

140bpm tempos for both Bright and Dark categories, as well as a special 120bpm Hummed category. We’ve also 

included extra sound-designed custom FX and ambient presets to expand your creative palette.  

It all comes together in a complete, efficient and deeply-refined toolbox of chromatic articulations and powerful 

melodic elements with tempo-synching, all built into a flexible, full-featured user interface.  We recorded Adey in 

a dry studio environment, using a high dynamic range, large-diaphragm Neumann studio microphone and Sound 

Devices preamps to get maximum detail, clarity, and fidelity without the noise. 
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A D E Y  B E L L  

The multi-talented Adey Bell is an American 
vocalist, pianist, film composer, and actor. 
Born under the “Big Sky” of Montana, her 
music reflects this expanse. As a singer-
songwriter, she blends classically influenced 
piano composition with raw lyrical reflective 
intimacy. 

Adey’s independent career over the last 
decade began with her debut album, Rogue. 
Released in 2011, it was followed by Vesica, 
in August 2013. Her third release Silver 
Wheel was released in 2018. 

For the last ten years, her one-woman show 
has been adored at venues throughout the 
US. Adey is the star of and composer for the 
feature film “The Last Avatar” from Sacred 
Mysteries via Gaia TV.  In addition to her 
stunningly soulful, angelic voice and unreal 
piano chops, Adey’s repertoire of soul-
stirring, deliciously composed originals make 
her impossible to classify.  

“Adey’s music is a collection of masterworks, 
songbooks from the other side. It is music for 
uncovering the lost pieces of yourself." - Alexander Niver 

“I have a deep passion for the reclamation of Women’s Wisdom, Blood and the cycles of life. It is 
leading edge of consciousness on Earth and the only path to continuing our species on this planet. My 
own painful life experience taught me how to honor and listen to my body’s wisdom and the wisdom 
of our intelligent planet. My specialty as a musician and healer is in the realm of the psyche. I observe 
and study the archetypes and stories behind our actions and manifestations. Some of my music 
expresses the woman’s journey through some of the most trying times of her life. It is a conversation 
about living in modern times as an ancient soul, remembering us all into being. It is a musical 
Remembering of who She is.” 

Visit Adey’s website to catch her next concert, listen to her latest album Silver Wheel, featuring her 
ensemble Venus Exalted at https://www.oracle88.com/ 

https://www.oracle88.com/
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• Vowel Sustains, Staccatos, and True Legato 

• Live Phrases sorted by Key 

• Flexible integrated Phrase Sequencer 

• 75 HALion programs 

• 3,114 Samples 

• 1.6 GB Installed  

• 24-bit, 48 kHz with lossless compression 

• A flexible, intuitive user interface with pro features and deep customizability. 

 

 

Note: HALion Sonic SE 3.4 or the full version of HALion (6.4 or later) is required to use this product.  

Windows 7 (or later) or OSX 10.9 (or later) is required. 
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USER INTERFACE (Chromatics) 
 

The main user interface features a complete set of articulation controls for sustains, staccato and true legato.  

VOWEL drop-down menu 

This allows you to choose the current articulation for  

playback. This includes all sustain, legato and staccato types 

for several common vowel sounds. 

 
SWELL knob (MIDI CC79) 

This controls the volume of the layer, with smooth real-time 

tonal and dynamic attenuation.  

 

PAN knob 

This knob controls left-right stereo panorama. 

 

ATTACK knob 

This controls the note attack shape. Turning this up causes 

the sound to fade in more gradually. This is useful for 

softening hard transients and taming aggressive articulations. 

 

 

 

OFFSET knob 

This cuts into the sample start, allowing sample playback to 

skip past the beginning of the sound. You can use this to 

make the sound more pad-like or to remove hard transient 

starts, especially when combined with the Attack knob.  

 
RELEASE knob 

This controls the duration of the release. Lower values 

cause the sound to fade out more quickly after a note is 

released, while higher values fade the sound out more 

slowly. When combined with high attack knob settings, this 

can result in atmospheric pad-like sounds that fade in and 

fade out slowly. 

 

DYN knob 

This knob controls the how much influence incoming note 

velocity and/or the Swell knob has on layer dynamics. When 

all the way left, only note velocity controls the p-F dynamics. 

When all the way right, only the Swell knob affects p-F 

dynamics. 
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VIBRATO button 
This turns the simulated vibrato on and off. *This does not 

affect staccatos. 

 

VIB.LVL knob 

This controls how much simulated vibrato is applied to the 

sound. *This does not affect staccatos. 

 

LEGATO button 

This turns the legato system on and off for both sustains and 

True Legato.  

 

LEG.TIME knob 

This controls the speed of the legato transition when legato 

is turned on. Lower values result in a slower legato interval 

transitions. 

 

LEG.BEND knob 

This controls the intensity of pitch bending during simulated 

legato transitions for normal sustains only. 

 

AUTOPAN button 

When activated, this spreads notes across the stereo field to 

allow chords to sound more expansive. With just one note 

held, the sound is centered, but as notes are added, they’re 

positioned in increasingly wider stereo locations.   

 
KEY LOW 

This value represents the lower bound for the playable range. 

 

KEY HIGH 

This value represents the high bound for the playable range. 
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PHRASE drop-down menu 

This allows you to choose the current set of phrases for 

playback. They are labeled with root tempo, mood, and key. 

 
SWELL knob (MIDI CC79) 

This controls the volume of the layer, with smooth real-time 

tonal and dynamic attenuation.  

 

PAN knob 

This knob controls left-right stereo panorama. 

 

ATTACK knob 

This controls the note attack shape. Turning this up causes 

the sound to fade in more gradually. This is useful for 

softening hard transients and taming aggressive phrases. 

REL knob 

This controls the duration of the release. Lower values 

cause the sound to fade out more quickly after a note is 

released, while higher values fade the sound out more 

slowly. When combined with high attack knob settings, this 

can result in atmospheric pad-like sounds that fade in and 

fade out slowly. 

 

VEL<>CC knob 

This knob controls the how much influence incoming note 

velocity and/or the Swell knob has on layer dynamics. When 

all the way left, only note velocity controls the volume 

dynamics. When all the way right, only the Swell knob 

affects volume dynamics. 
 

 

USER INTERFACE (Phrases) 
 

The Phrase presets contain an adjustable and customizable phrase sequencer. This system allows you to sequence any 32 
phrases for the currently selected song category and trigger them using the master Sequencer keyswitch. This advances play-
back through your sequence, based on the “Sequencer Flow” setting you’ve  chosen  from  the  menu.  You  can  add  or  re-
move  steps  with  the “Steps”  value  field  and  jump  forward  or backward between steps with the “Current Step” knob. You 
can also shorten the start position (The waveform window’s “S” Marker & “Start”  knob) and  duration (The waveform window 
“E”  marker and “End”  knob)  of each phrase to play  specific sections of a phrase. You can even load and save your own cus-
tom sequence presets using the Save and Load icon buttons. 
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PITCH knob 

This knob adjusts the global relative pitch of all the Phrases. 

 

STRETCH knob 

When set to “Variable” mode, this knob controls the 

amount of Time Stretching of the Phrases. 

 

OFFSET knob 

This knob controls the playback start position of Phrases 

when they are played individually, non-sequeneced on the 

Blue keys. 

 

CURRENT STEP knob 

This knob sets the  current sequence step that will play 

when  the Master Trigger Key (orange) is played. You can 

also click on a step in the sequencer grid to select it for 

playback or editing. 

 

STEPS value field 

This sets the total number of sequence steps in the grid. You 
can type in a number up to a max of 32 steps.  

 

STEP START knob 
This knob sets the Phrase Start Marker and determines where 

the sample will start, measured as a percentage of total 

sample duration.  It  is  linked  to  the  interactive  “S”  

marker  in  the waveform display.  

 

STEP END knob 
This knob sets the Phrase End Marker and determines  where 

the  sample will end, measured as a percentage of total sample 

duration.  It  is  linked  to  the  interactive  “E”  marker  in  

the waveform display.  

 

STEP PITCH knob 
This knob sets the pitch for each step.  

 

DIRECTION menu 

This  menu determines  the  direction of  the  step 

sequencer playback order as the Master Trigger Key is 

pressed each time. Your options are: 

 

• FWD 1-Shot single  play-through  with  continuous 

playback  of all  steps  while the  trigger key is  held, 

flowing left to right in the sequence. 

 

• FWD Loop continuously  loops  through the  

sequence from left to right as long as the trigger key is 

held down. 

 

• FWD Step advances  by a single  step with each 

trigger key press for more controlled playback.  

 

• BWD 1-Shot single  play-through  with  continuous 

playback  of all  steps  while the  trigger key is  held, 

flowing from right to left, top to bottom. 

 

• BWD Loop continuous  looping right to left while  the 

trigger key is held down. 

 

• BWD Step single play-through with continuous 

playback of all steps while the trigger key is held, 

flowing right to left in the sequence. 

 

• Random random playback as  long as the trigger key is 

down. 

 

• Knob Follow will only play the step that matches the 

knob value  at any given time. Use this option if you 

wish to automate the playback sequence by  attaching  a  

CC  or  host  envelope  to  the Current Step knob. 

 

NEXT SYNC menu 

This  menu determines  sequencer sync mode. Your options 

are: 

 

• Off starts playing the next phrase immediately after the 

current phrase is finished playing. 

 

• Wait for Bar waits until the start of the next bar to 

begin playing the next phrase in the sequence. 

 

• Wait for Beat waits until the next beat to begin 

playing the next phrase in the sequence. 

 

CLICK TO ASSIGN button 

When this is active, the next phrase played via the non-

sequence keys (blue) will be assigned to the current 

sequence slot. 

 

SEQUENCER GRID table 

This table show the entire sequence with each item 

displaying the currently assigned phrase in that slot. 

 

PRESET controls 

These controls allow users to save, load, delete and browse 

Sequencer presets. 

 

WAVEFORM window 

This window displays the sample waveform. A vertical 

playback position cursor shows you progress as a sound is 

playing. When multiple notes are played at the same time, 

the last-played sample will be displayed.  

 

START marker 

This marker can be dragged on the waveform window to 

choose where in that phrase playback should start for the 
curr.  

 

END marker 

This marker can be dragged on the waveform window to 

choose where phrase playback should end. When used in 

conjunction with the Start marker users can play select 

portions of phrases. 

 

OFFSET button 

When checked, this button hides the START and END 

markers, but shows an OFFSET marker, which is controlled 

by the OFFSET knob. 

 

NATURAL/SYNC/VARIABLE buttons 

These buttons control the Tempo Sync mode. NATURAL 

mode does not sync to tempo. SYNC mode stretches or 

compresses the phrases from their root tempo to match the 

project tempo. VARIABLE mode stretches the phrases based 

on the STRETCH knob. Please be aware that this can cause 

audio artifacts, especially as the project tempo moves further 

from the root tempo. 
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SOUNDIRON  
END USER LICENSING AGREEMENT 

SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT  

By purchasing and installing the product, you the 

Customer accept the following product terms.  

 

 

LICENSE GRANT  

The license for this product is granted only to a 

single individual user.  No unlicensed use is 

permitted.  All sounds, samples, programming, 

images, scripting, designs and text contained in 

this product are copyrights of Soundiron, LLC. 

This software is licensed, but not sold, to 

Customer by Soundiron, for commercial and non-

commercial use in music, sound-effect creation, 

audio/video post-production, performance, 

broadcast or similar finished content-creation and 

production use. Individual license holders are 

permitted to install this library on multiple 

computers or other equipment only if they are 

the sole owner and only user of all equipment this 

software is installed or used on.  

 

Soundiron LLC allows Customer to use any of the 

sounds and samples in library(s) that Customer 

has purchased for the creation and production of 

commercial recordings, music, sound design, post 

production, or other content creation without 

paying any additional license fees or providing 

source attribution to Soundiron. This license 

expressly forbids any unauthorized inclusion of 

any raw or unmixed content contained within this 

product into any other commercial or non-

commercial sample instrument, sound effect 

library, synthesizer sound bank, or loop or effect 

library of any kind, without our express prior 

written consent.  

 

This license also forbids any unauthorized transfer, 

resale or any other form of re-distribution of this 

product, or its constituent sounds or code, 

through any means, including but not limited to re

-sampling, reverse engineering, decompiling, 

remixing, processing, isolating, or embedding into 

software or hardware of any kind, except where 

fully rendered and integrated into the finished 

soundtrack or audio mix of an audio, visual or 

interactive multimedia production, broadcast, live 

performance or finished work of sound design, 

with a running time no less than 8 seconds in total 

length. Licenses cannot be transferred or sold to 

another entity, without written consent of 

Soundiron LLC. 

 

RIGHTS  

Soundiron retains full copyright privileges and 

complete ownership of all recorded sounds,  

instrument programming, documentation and 

musical performances included within this 

product. All past and future versions of this 

product, including any versions published or 

distributed by any other entity are fully bound and 

covered by the terms of this agreement. 

 

REFUNDS  

Downloaded libraries can't be returned, so we do 

not provide refunds or exchanges. Be aware that 

as soon as the product has been downloaded from 

our servers or physically sent to the Customer, it 

can not be returned, exchanged or refunded. 

 

RESPONSIBILITY  

Using this product and any supplied software is at 

the Customer’s own risk. Soundiron LLC holds no  

responsibility for any direct or indirect loss, harm 

or damage of any kind arising from any form of 

use of this product.  

 

TERMS  

This license agreement is effective from the 

moment the product is purchased or acquired by 

any means. The license will remain in full effect 

until termination by Soundiron, LLC. The license 

is terminated if Customer breaks any of the terms 

or conditions of this agreement. Upon termination 

you agree to destroy all copies and contents of 

the product at your own expense. All past, 

present and future versions of this  

product, including versions sold by companies 

other than Soundiron LLC, are covered under the 

terms of this agreement. 

 

VIOLATION  

Soundiron LLC reserves the right to prosecute 

piracy and defend its copyrighted works to the 

fullest extent of US and International civil and 

criminal law.  
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Soundiron is a virtual instrument and sound library developer founded in 2011 by sound artists and 
instrument designers Mike Peaslee, Gregg Stephens and Chris Marshall. We are based in the San 
Francisco Bay area, in California. We are driven every day to capture all of the sonic flavors that this 
world has to offer. Our mission is to record them in deep detail and carefully craft them into living-
breathing virtual instruments that inspire you to play and create the music and sound you hear in your 
heart. Each library is crafted to deliver the greatest possible realism, outstanding acoustic quality, 
natural real-time playability, and intuitive and flexible controls and unique sound-shaping options. We 
hope these tools make your composition and sound design work a breeze, so you can spend more time 
creating. If you enjoy this instrument, we hope you’ll check out some of our other awesome sound 
libraries. If you have any questions or need anything at all, just let us know. We’re always happy to hear 
from you at support@soundiron.com! 

THANKS FROM THE WHOLE SOUNDIRON TEAM! 
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